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In the “post-ImClone” world, the FDA might
not always be a biotech company’s biggest
regulatory obstacle. Following former
ImClone Systems CEO Sam Waksal’s insider
trading scandal that came to light in 2002, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
with a mission of protecting investors, has
become a force to be reckoned with by pub-
licly traded life science companies, say some
attorneys involved in biotech securities liti-
gation. The issue: the extent of parity between
information publicly available
to investors on a firm’s drug
development programs and
what is happening behind
closed doors.

The notion that the SEC’s
interest in the nitty-gritty of
drug development activities
has increased is not based simply on an
observation of more investigations, although
several attorneys point out an upswing in,
or at least more visible, cases in 2003 and
2004. The view also stems from the SEC’s
more public relationship with a particularly
ideal information source: the FDA.

In February, the SEC and FDA announced
measures to streamline communication
between the agencies. The joint initiative
includes a formal procedure by which any
FDA employee who, on the basis of agency
records, believes a company has made a false
or misleading statement to the investment
public can initiate a referral of the matter to
the SEC. In addition, specific FDA contacts
have been established from which the SEC
can request nonpublic information, and the
two agencies are organizing training pro-
grams for each other on the drug develop-
ment process and securities law, respectively.

David Elder, director of the FDA’s Office
of Enforcement, stresses that the agency pro-
viding the SEC with information is not a new
concept. “It is important to realize that the

FDA has had a long-standing relationship
with the SEC,” Elder says. “The new pro-
cedures really give us the opportunity to
improve the effectiveness and the efficiency
of that long-standing relationship.”

No more secrecy?
But some in the legal community believe the
FDA–SEC agreement signals a new level of
engagement with biotech’s information dis-
semination process.

“What you say now has
to be analyzed in terms of
both agencies,” said Alan
Goldberg, a director at Goldman
& Storrs’ law offices in Washington,
DC, at a Food and Drug Law Institute
(FDLI) audioconference in March. “The
assumption of secrecy at the FDA has been
dashed explicitly.”

Elizabeth Gray, senior counsel in Foley &
Lardner’s DC law offices and a former SEC
attorney, agrees that biotech firms now need
to take a harder look at disclosure policies.
“I don’t think [SEC staff] go into these ini-
tiatives lightly,” Gray tells MDD. “They are
not going to devote staff resources unless they
think there is going to be a bang for the buck.
So I expect that they will bring cases in this
area and that they will be very vigilant.”

Although it likely interacts with other
bodies such as the Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission when necessary, the joint
measures with the FDA are the only publicly
formalized procedures the SEC has with an
industry-specific regulatory agency, Gray

says. The purpose of this added step, she
believes, has something to do with fallout
from ImClone, but it also stems from gen-
eral challenges in the drug development
arena.

“It is a very specialized area,” she notes.
“The relationship gives [the SEC] a little
more leverage in terms of being able to
understand the process and the meaning of
the information.”

But precisely what the FDA will provide
and what the SEC is looking for are not
explicitly clear, she says.

“We don’t know what of the information
that is presented to the FDA should the SEC
expect the companies to disclose publicly.
There is no guidance.”

Krystyna Belendiuk, founder of Potomac
Consultants, a pharmaceutical consulting
agency, pointed out at a panel discussion held

at Foley’s DC offices in July the
FDA’s historical secrecy in pro-

tecting drug sponsors’ pro-
prietary information. So
precisely how vigorously
the FDA proceeds with this
initiative remains to be seen,

she suggested.
Foley partner and panel

member Thomas Hartman
noted the FDA’s focus on obtaining

scientific statistical proof before conclu-
sions are made, whereas the SEC is typically
interested in disclosure as soon as the infor-
mation is “material” to investors. These two
goals might not always line up, he said.

The FDA’s Elder tells MDD that the
agency is enthusiastic about helping the
SEC protect shareholders and ensure the
integrity of the securities market. He empha-
sizes, however, that the FDA acts only in a
support role in this endeavor.

“The information that needs to be dis-
closed to the public under the SEC laws is
strictly an SEC decision,” he says. “If under
the normal course of our business, our staff
finds information released by a company that
is inconsistent with what we know to be true,
we will inform the SEC.” Conversely, he says,
if the SEC has questions, the FDA will do
its best to help the investigation.

rulesandregulators
SEC and FDA: Tag-team regulating
Securities and Exchange Commission investigators are using
whatever tools they can to monitor drug company disclosures.
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But, he underscores, there will be no
change in the agency’s full compliance with
statutory disclosure restrictions.

ImClone and others
According to Jeffrey Riedler, director of the
SEC’s corporate finance division, who spoke
at the March FDLI conference, the SEC is
predominantly focused on making sure a clin-
ical trial’s design and data analysis proce-
dures, as well as a company’s role in relation
to its collaborators in a development pro-
gram, are reported accurately to investors.
In addition, the agency is interested in
assessing a company’s portrayal of its inter-
actions with the FDA on these matters.

In the case of ImClone, for example,
Waksal, who is now serving an 87-month
prison term, made confident claims to
reporters about the positive nature of delib-
erations with the FDA regarding the cancer
drug Erbitux, when, in fact, the agency was
expressing considerable concern about the
submitted clinical data. Waksal’s decision to
sell ImClone shares after learning that the
FDA was going to reject the Erbitux appli-
cation (the drug was ultimately approved in
early 2004) is what got him into trouble.

More recently, in April, the SEC tem-
porarily suspended trading in two companies’
securities for alleged disclosure discrepancies.
Vaso Active Pharmaceuticals, which mar-
kets over-the-counter transdermal formula-
tions, was cited on April 1 for misrepresenting
in public statements (e.g., press releases,
annual reports, and investor briefings) the
FDA approval status of its products, includ-
ing the athlete’s foot lotion TERMIN8. And
on April 8, Canada-based BioCurex was
accused of inaccurately reporting efficacy
study results and the approval status of its
Histo-Recaf cancer diagnostic technology.

Both companies suffered substantial and
lasting drops in stock price because of the
suspensions, and shareholders subsequently
filed a class action suit against Vaso Active.
Gray calls trading suspensions “one of the
most aggressive enforcement tools in the
SEC’s arsenal.”

The role, if any, the FDA played in these
cases isn’t clear. Elder, who can’t talk about
specific cases, says the new initiative has
clearly improved FDA–SEC communica-
tion, but there has been no attempt to quan-
tify if the amount of information passed to

the SEC has actually increased.
Gray and others believe, however, that the

potential for FDA involvement, with the
detailed data the agency can provide to the
SEC on clinical design and data and on
comments and concerns that the drug reg-
ulator has relayed to sponsors, is enough to
raise companies’ alert levels when it comes
to making public disclosures.

Gray strongly advises every company to
have a well-defined system set up for review-
ing all public disclosures before they go out
the door. This is actually required by
Sarbanes–Oxley legislation of 2002, passed
in the wake of Enron and other corporate
scandals. “If there is a problem, at least
companies can show a good-faith effort on
their part,” she says.

No more progress reports?
Hartman noted in July that an ideal situation
might be no disclosure of a program’s pro-
gression at all until the final FDA decision
is made. This way, a company can’t be
accused of providing a falsely positive pic-
ture of development. However, he said, this
is no longer a realistic expectation in most
cases. The combination of information leaks
and investor demand causes “a rush to the
bottom” to report potential progress as
quickly as possible. Furthermore, executives
leave themselves open to insider trading
charges if they keep news secret and remain
in the market.

The SEC’s Riedler concurred with this sen-
timent at the FDLI meeting. The increased
disclosure of early-stage drug development
information, in fact, is the primary reason
for the SEC’s growing interest in this sec-
tor, he said, because it has triggered more
questions.

“There is certainly no requirement under

federal securities law that companies disclose
preliminary results of drug trials,” he said,
“but if they choose to make those disclosures,
they should be in the proper context so
investors don’t make erroneous conclu-
sions.”

What “proper context” entails depends, of
course, on the specifics of the case, but it
likely requires a company to take the broad
view of its development programs.

The Massachusetts-based biotech com-
pany BioPure was reminded of this in
December 2003, when it received an SEC
“Wells Notice,” essentially a warning that a
civil enforcement action against the company
might follow in the near future. The notice
was in reference to BioPure’s lead devel-
opment candidate Hemopure, a bovine-
hemoglobin-based oxygen delivery system.
Although the company apparently kept
investors informed about the progress of its
biologic license application to market
Hemopure for treating acute adult anemia,
it did not reveal that the FDA had blocked
initiation of a Hemopure trial of in-hospital
trauma patients—a different indication under
a separate Investigational New Drug
Application—based on safety concerns.

BioPure did not consider the information
material because the trauma trial was never
initiated. The SEC, on the other hand, may
consider the FDA communications relevant
to the potential success of any Hemopure
development program. Additional Wells
Notices were issued to individual BioPure
executives in April, and the company awaits
further information from the commission.

Hartman believes companies’ best bet is
to stick with a “constant threshold” for what
information is released and what is not.
Gray thinks more definition is needed to
determine what the threshold should be.
This, she says, can be accomplished only
through dialogue between industry and the
SEC to establish standards.

“The industry may resist talking to the
SEC,” she predicts. “But the wiser course
is to get rules set down so you have some
idea of what you have to live by; and then
just live by it.”

“It may decrease your stock price, but, in
the end, it may keep your company from SEC
investigations or lawsuits, which, for these
biotech companies, can be the demise of the
company.” o
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“If under the normal course

of our business, our staff

finds information released

by a company that is

inconsistent with what we

know to be true, we will

inform the SEC.”


